SOME Pre 2022 COMMENTS ON FACEBOOK & EMAIL
Marlene Human

I have had my Hearing Aid for almost 3 months now. It
has changed my life enormously. I can now hear what
is discussed in my family discussions in a group or in a
restaurant, where I would normally not be able to join
in the conversations. Thank you lLes.
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Marlene Human

I have my hearing aid for five months now and have never looked
back. I can now hear what other people are saying when in a group
of friends. And I can set it softer to shut-off the heavy traffic noise on
our busy road where my office is situated. Thank you Les.
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Glyn Bickerton

I have been total deaf in one ear since birth. This makes me

dependent on hearing aid. In the last 5 years I paid for the normal
testing and providing with two different makes of hearing aids

exhausting my medical aid completely. The second device was
needed because the first one became outdated and could not be
reprogrammed. I now get my hearing aid from SplendId Hearing for
a fraction of the price I would pay at audiology clinics.
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Elize Bickerton
Jan, once again I thank you. You have made such a difference to
our lives with your hearing aid. Glyn no longer wears the expensive
aids that we paid a fortune for because they don't give him the
clarity that your device does... thank you once again Les..
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Peter Minnie

I have to be absolutely honest and say that I am the happiest chap
since acquiring my hearing devices from Les! Thank you for opening
up a whole new world for me Les, what a God send!! Thank you
from the bottom of my heart, and for the very personalized
service you give!!!
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Grant Edmond
I had mine fitted yesterday. Thank you Les . I had a pair or
Resound aids which were lost in a car accident 4 years ago.
These are better than the expensive ones I used to have. I
was under the impression that I would never be able to have
hearing aids again as I am not on medical aid. How wrong I
was. I 101% recommend Les and his product

